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The first verse of the Quran was revealed, the majority of the commentators say, is the verse: read the name of your Lord who created, created man from a clot, Read and thy Lord is Most Generous, who taught by the pen taught man that which he knew not.

The first thing that draws our attention is the Rod and reading it twice and roses do twice as well as science and commentators say

Is clear from this verse that the education of the peculiarities of the human being, in terms of the viability and necessity of Salah world and the Hereafter.

That is balanced education that takes into account the different dimensions of knowledge, so that:

* develops the learner knowledge of the activities of the three:

Cognitive activities aimed to be a learner is able to re-learn what

Cognitive activities aimed to be a learner is able to do

Cognitive activities aimed to temper that knowledge of the learner

* Addresses the areas of mental and motor sensory and emotional education is successful is that

* Integrates these different areas so that knowledge and education is not limited to pupils acquiring knowledge but also makes them practice skills